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50. ISTRODLJCTION 
IN THIS paper we investigate Heegaard splittings Z of Seifert fibered 3-manifolds M and 
generating systems for the underlying Fuchsian groups G. We introduce and compute 
a numerical invariant i4*(I;)~ W+. which. in the case where the exceptional fibers of M have 
odd and relatively prime multiplicities, completely classifies “vertical” Hcegaard splittings 
of minimal genus. In particular .t-(Z) distinguishes between minimal genus “vertical” 
Hcegaard splittings of Seifert fibered homology spheres. The invariant . b ‘(I:) is dcrivcd from 
a numerical invariant with values in 58’ which exhibits Niclscn incquivalent (XC Dchni- 
tion 1.1) gcncrating systems of minimal cardinality for G. WC prove: 
G = (4,. . . . . 4,. a,.h,. . . , a,. h,lyf’ (i = I.. . . .m). y, . . . y, 1’1 [u,.h,]> 
i-1 
(i) j = k und vi = vi, or 
(ii) j # k and vk = I, vi = I, and vi = vi for i # j, k. 
In light of a theorem of Rosenberger (see [l6], Satz 2.2) Theorem I gives a complctc 
classification, up to Nielsen equivalence. of all 24 + m - I element generating systems of 
G when 4 2 I and m 2 2. The proof of Theorem I is based on the fact that for certain 
representations p: ZG + Mz(C:b from the group ring of G into the (2 x 2)-matrices over C. 
the Jacobian matrix of Fox derivatives ~(2% ‘/a,/#) is well defined. Such representations 71 are 
provided by the natural representations of the Fuchsian group G in PSL,(C). In particular 
the value det p (21 ‘/fiti) turns out to be a positivc‘rcal number which dcpcnds only on the 
Nielsen equivalence classes of the generating systems ‘u and I . . Its computation shows the 
remarkable fact that it is independent of the particular choice of the representation p. 
For each Seifert fibered space M with m r 2 exceptional fibers, WC exhibit 2”-* - I 
“vertical” (see Definition 2.4) Heegaard splittings of genus 24 + m - I. Thcsc Hecgaard 
splittings will be minimal except in one special case (see [S]. Theorem 1.1). In each 
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Heegaard splitting 1 of ,%I. one can choose cores of the handlebodies to obtain generating 
systems for rc,(.ll). In particular one gets generating systems ti and I ‘of the quotient group 
rr,(M )/‘center 2 G, which is a Fuchsian group as above. The Nielsen equivalence classes of 
1 and 1. are independent of the choice of the cores in each handlebody Hi. We denote 
detpt?Y ‘i!;/&) by . t‘(E). Since we regard two Heegaard splittings which arise from inter- 
changing the handlebodies as equal. _t-(Z) is determined only up to an exponent f I. We 
resolve this ambiguity by normalizing so that 0 < .+‘(I) I I. 
Two isotopic (homeomorphic) Heegaard splittings Z, and Zz of :$I give rise to two 
Nielsen equivalent pairs (up to an automorphism of G. resp.) of generating systems &,, 1 ‘I 
and ‘I(,. 1 ‘L of G. We obtain. 
THEOREM 2. Let M be a Set$rt Jibered space with Seijkt inrarknts fg. eI(z,, /?, ). 
.,(~,.fl~)).m= 2 und g > 0 or m 2 3. and all zi odd and pairwise relutirely prime. Let I:, 
bid X2 he two vertical Heegtrurd splittings of grnus 2g + m - I of hf. If ~ t ‘(Z, ) = . t ‘(Cz) 
then E, is isotopic to X2 and if,C-(Z,) # .,4.(X:,) then Z, and I2 are non-homeomorphic. 
In particular, if il! is a homology sphere which has m exceptional fibers with all z, odd 
and /Ii # f I modr,., then M has 2”-’ - I non-homeomorphic vertical Hcegaard split- 
tings of genus m - I. 
The method of distinguishing Hccgaard splittings by distinguishing Niclscn equivulcnce 
classes of corresponding goncrators was used in [ 151 and [2] to get a classification of 
genus 2 flccgaard splittings of Scifcrt fibcred spaces over S’ with three exceptional fibers. 
flowcvcr in both papers the authors USC the fact that. in a group of rank 2, the conjugacy 
class of the commutator of the gcncrators is an invariant up to inversion of the Nielsen 
cquivnlcncs class of the generating set. Unfortunately this fact has no analoguc in groups of 
higher rank (see [.I2], p. 44). In fact rho method proscntcd in $1 to dctcrminc Nielsen 
cquivalcncc classes of pcncrating systems of G is quite difTercnt from the other methods used 
in the litcraturc (part of it has been suggested in [ 141). Compare also with [I]. 
~$1. NIC:I.SES EQl;IVAI.KNT GENERATING SYSTEMS OF FUCIISIAN GROUPS 
Let G be a group with ordcrcd generating systems Y = {u,. . . . , u,) and 
I’= {L.,.. . . . c,; and let F, denote the free group of rank n. 
Dcjinition I. I. The generating systems +!/ and 1 . of G will be caled Nielsen eyuiwlrnt if 
there is an epimorphism cp: F,-PC and bases X = (.y,, . . . , I, ] and Y = {_v,, . . . , ya I of F, 
such that cp(si) = 11, and cp(y,) = ci for i = I,. . . , n. 
Denote by ?/?.yi: iZF, -+ ZF, the i-th Fox derivative of the integer group ring 
ZF,. i.e. the unique H-linear function satisfying ?.~~/,l.~, = cSi., for each i.j and 
for U,hEf’, c’(clh)/&~i = su/,!,, + u(%f;l.~i. Two bases X = {x,, . . . , x,) and 
Y=(_V,.... , y, i of f, give rise to a Jacobian matrix (?gi/3xj)1. j with entries in iZF” (see 
[7], p. 123). As X and Y are bases of F, they are related by a fimte sequence of clemcntary 
Nielsen transformations (see [ I33, p. 130). An application of the chain rule property of the 
Fox derivative (see [7], p. I25) to this sequence determines a decomposition of (Cyi/&j)i. j 
into a finite product of elementary matrices over ZF. By elementary matrices we mean 
ZF,-matrices with units &- W’E F, on the diagonal and at most one off diagonal non zero 
element. The epimorphism cp: F, -w G induces a natural ring homomorphism ZF,-ZG. also 
denoted by cp. It follows than the matrix cp(r7_~,l~.~, ,. j ). Ebb, is invertible and can be 
decomposed into a finite product of clcmcntary Z&matrices. 
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To simplify the exposition we will assume. without loss of generality, that F, is free on 
x = (?I*. . . . , x.). Now let c be an element of G and y. y’ be elements of F, that satisfy 
Q(J) = cp(.r“) = t. If kercp is normally generated by rl.. . . , T,E F,. then 
_V for some H’,E F, and st E (r: ‘, . . , rs’ ’ 1. We obtain: 
LEVSf.4 1.2. Let 1’,, . . . , I’, he elements of G anti yi. yi elrmrnts of F, = F(.\- ,, . . , .Y.) 
SJJ~J that cp(yi) = cp($) = VI. Then the mcurir (~(?~i,.‘~~~j) - cp(?y:,‘;l.xj)), S ,,, i “. has entries in 
rhr I& idrd of ZG yvnrrurrd by (q(?r,,l,l.Y,)li = I. . . . . s. j = 1. . . . .n). 
Proof: Applying the product rule for Fox derivatives to a typical expression 
ri H’k Sk -’ )(‘k yi. (for skE [r:. . . . , r,’ )) we get: 
k=l > 
RctJJcJrk 1.3. In standard homolopical terminology. (see 161. p. 43). any generating 
system ‘I/ = (u,, . . , II,,; for the group G dcfncs an epimorphism cp: f;(.u,. . . , .v.) -+ 6, 
cp(.v,) = 14,. which gives rise to an exact sequence of left LG-modules: 
0 --, NM -+ BG(Y’,, . . . (.f,) 2 +nGLzro. 
Here c is the augmentation map. (7, is given by c7,(Yi) = ui - I, and the relation module N, 
is isomorphic to ker(p/[kerq, kerq]. The above Lemma 1.2 amounts to showing that N, is 
generated as a left ZG-mod& by the elements i q(?rk/~_yj)./‘j k = I, . . . , s. 
The main difficulty in deciding whether a generating system I. = [r,, . . . , c,j is 
Nielsen equivalent to the system & = {u,, . . . , u,,}, with ui = cp(x,), is the existence of 
difTercnt choices of lifts y,, . . . , y,~ F(x,, . . . , x,} for u,, . . . , u,. If one can find a ring 
homomorphism p: ZG + R in which p(cp(&,/;rxj)) = 0 for all k = I, . . . , s, j = I, . . . , n, 
this difficulty is resolved as p(~p(Sy~/c~~,)) is uniquely determined by +Y and # . (Lemma 1.2). 
Consequently. if such a p exists, WC will denote p(cp(d~~/z.~~)),.  by ,)(?I ‘/;lj&). Applying this 
to two systems of generators which are Nielsen equivalent, we have: 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let (xl, . . . .x,lr,. . . . , r,) he a prrsentution fi)r G which 
specijic*.s an epimorphism cp: F(x , , . . . , .Y.) + G wit/r cp(.r,) = u,. A.ssunJr p: ZG -+ R is a 
rim] honJonJorphi.Sm StJti.$Ving {‘(‘P(c’rkjJ’.xi)) = 0, for & = 1, . . . . .y, j = 1, . . . , n. Lel 
I’= {r,. . , . ,l I ) he u ycw~~rcrting s~stcm cqJriJ&nr to ti = {II,. . . . . u, ). Then for any 
e1cmrnt.s )‘I.. . . , yne F(x,, . . . ,.K.) such thCJt (P(J,) = (.I. the matrix 
p(~p(c’y~/?.~~))~. j = p(c’l ‘jt7$[) is (I firrift* product of demcntor). R-mofriccs. 
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Proof: As -iV and 3* are Nielsen equivalent there exists a basis Y = (y,, . . . , y, I\ of 
F, = F(.r,. . 
a product 
. . ,x.) such that cp(yi) = pi. As discussed above, the matrix c+J(?~~/s_~~)~.~ is 
of elementary ZG-matrices. hence p(~p(Sy~/z,~))~., is a product of elementary 
R-matrices. If Y’ = I_&. . . . . _r;I] c F(.r,, . . . , x.) is any other lift of 3. then, by 
Lemma 1.2. the difference matrix (cp(~?y~/?_~~) - cp(Sp:/~.~~))~. j has all entries in kerp. ci 
For the rest of the paper G will denote a Fuchsian group with a fixed presentation: 
(41... .*‘lm. (J,.h,. . . . .a,.b,ly:(i = 1,. . . ,m), y,, . . . .y,,, i [a,,b,]), 
I= I 
m230rg2 1. (1) 
The group G is generated by any system (4;‘. . . . , qT:l,, q;‘;ll . . . , 42, a,. 6,. . . . . a,,, 6,) 
with v~EH. I I vi < q/Z. g.c.d.(vi. xi) = 1. For notational convenience we denote such 
a system by ti(v,, . . . , vi_ ,,*.vj+,, . . . , vm). In particular Rosenberger proves. in [16]. 
that if g 2 I and m 2 2. then any system (x,, . . . , xZs+,,,_, } of generators for G is Nielsen 
equivalent to some system /u(v,. . . . , vi_ ,,*, vi+ ,. . . . , vm). 
Any generating system #(v,. . . . , vi_ ,,+, vi+ ,, . . . , v,,,) determines an epimorphism cp: 
F(.X,. * . . , .Tj_ **Xj+ I* . . ,X,9 u,.h,. . . . ,a,,h,)-+G with Cp(Xi) = qi’ cp(Ul) = aI. 
cp(h,) = hi. A presentation for G with respect to cp is given by: 
(XIR) 2 (x,, . . . , xj_ I, xi+ ,, . . . ,x,, 
u,,h,,. .., (J,.h,lXI' (i = 1 ,..., j- I.j+ I ,..., m). 
(.Yy+‘,’  . . . * x:- ,i! [u,. h,]xf’ . . . . X;I--*‘p), 
_I 
where /J,v~ z & 1 modzi. 
(2) 
Every Fuchsian group G has a faithful representation y into PSL,(C). The image p(G) 
acts as a group of fractional linear transformations on the unit disk model of the hyperbolic 
plane W’. Each &,). i = 1 . . . m, is a rotation of angle 2nlol, about some point in W’. The 
representation f) lifts to a (faithful) representation p: G + SL,(C) if and only if all exponents 
a, are odd (see [8,9]). The map p extends naturally to a ring homomorphism, also denoted 
by y, from ZG into the (2 x 2)-matrix ring Mz(C). We now claim: 
LEMMA 1.5. Let G he a Furhsiun group with a representaion p into SL,(C) as aboce. Any 
presentution (XIR) ojG, derkd from u yrnerutiny system ti(v,, . . , , v,_, ,*, v,+ ,, . . . , v,,,) 
us in (I), sutis-es p(cp(?r/;lx)) = O/or each x E X, rE R. 
Prooj: Note that any rE R is of the form w”, n > 1. n odd. Hence 
Zrj,~.v = (I + w + w2 + . . . . + ~“-‘)c%vf~~~. 
The element q(w) has finite order n and therefore is represented by an elliptic element of 
( 
e irk,n 




. defined up to 
sign, with (k. n) = 1 and 1 5 k 5 n. It follows that if k is odd then, up to conjugation, 
-e ink/n 0 
p(w) = 
0 _ e - ink!n > 
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in SL?(C), and if k is even 
e 
ink n 0 
C)(w) = 0 
) 
,-ixk n ’ 
as in both cases the other possible lift has order 2n in SL,(a3). Consequently we have (up to 
a suitable conjugation): 
II-1 
x ( _ l)jkyinikn “_, 0 
p(cp((l+w+d+ . . . . . +wn-‘))= j-0 
0 
j;o( _ I)jke-imjk” 
I 
0 0 
=oo [ 1 
since ( - l)‘Pk ” IS a primitive nth root of unity. cl 
An (II x n)-matrix with entries in Ml,(C) can be thought of as a (2n x 2n)-matrix with 
entries in C. This “deleting the bracket” map preserves matrix multiplication. Hence for any 
matrix AE M,(ZG) the value detlj(A)EC is well defined. 
LEMMA I.6 Let A hc un cl~w~v~ttrry mtrtrix owr ZG. Then &p(A) = I. 
Proc$ If A has a unique nun-zero off diagonal elomcnt and I’s on the diagonal the claim 
is obvious. If A has an elcmcnt &- YE (; on the diagonal the claim follows from the fact that 
14 I!I U)E SL,(C). n 
Combining Proposition 1.4, Lemma 1.5 and Lemma 1.6 we obtain: 
PHOI~~S, r,o~ I .7. Let G bc u Fuchsitrn group with no rlrmfv,t.s i/‘ewn order and y:G -9 
SL,(C) hr u J&t@/ rc~prrsr,,tcltiorr. m&h induces un uc’tion on the unit disk (by hyporholic 
isomc~tric3). 
Lrt &=Y(v, ,..., v,_,,+,v,+ ,,..., v,)und $‘=(u ,,..., Us,,+,,,_,} betwo Nielsen 
quirdrnt sysltww 0J’yfWc~rutor.s JiJr G. Thrn dctp(? I ‘/;,y ) = I. Cl 
C~ROL~.ARY I .g. err G. p und ti(v,, . . . , vi _ , , +, v, + , , . . . . v,,, ) be as in Prwsition 1.7. 
ThrnJiw uny yrnrrutiny sysfrm f = (IJ,, . . . , v2,,+,,,_,) the number detp(?1‘/2&) does not 
drpd on ‘U untf 1 . hut only on their Nirlscn rquiculence clusses. cl 
We are now ready for the proof of Theorem I (stated in $0.). 
prlJo$l,j TheorPm 1. If the conditions of case (i) are satisfied then 4Y and + - are trivially 
Nielsen equivalent. In case (ii) consider the free group 
F Ly+m-I =F(.x ,,...,. rj_,,xj+ ,,...,. ~,.u,.h,....,u,.b,) 
and the map cp: FZu+,,, _ I - G given by q(Xi) = q:‘, ~(a,) = a~, q(b,) = 61. If 
PiEz is such that pi Y* ~ + I mod z, then the elements 
X,. . . , xj- I*Ij+l+. . . ..yk-...ht,.. . .,.“, r a,,h,,. . . , a,. 6, together with the element 
(XT:-, . . . .r:Y_ ,I, x,x:*,*, . . . . .v:- 0, [u,. h,]x:’ . . . x;‘_,‘)- L clearly constitute a base for 
F 2w +,,, _ , which is mapped. by cp, onto I .( IV’, . . . , p; - 1. l . vi + 1,. . . . \I:}. 
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For the converse direction we distinguish again the two cases: 
(i) Let i = k. In G we have ci = q$ = (41’)“’ = UT for some 1 5 vi 5 Zi. Hence the matrix 
~(2% -/s&) is a block diagonal matrix. Each block is a (2 x 2)-matrix equal to either 
p(SCi/du,) = p(?U~‘jSUi) = p(l + Ui + U’ + * a . s + II?‘-‘) 
= p(1 + q; + (q?)’ + . . . . + (q;J)“‘- ‘). or to 
P(2ailSUi) = P(SbilSbi) = i y 
[ 1 
As p(qi) is a rotation of angle 2x/a, of Hz the matrix p(qi)ESL,(C) can be conjugated in 
0 
_ ,-inip 1 ’ Hence p( 1 + q? + (47)’ + . . . + (4:)“’ - ‘) is conjugate to 
‘I, - 1 
,& ( - I)J”ki+‘=~ Ilr_ L 0 
0 ,Fo ( _ ~)Jvle-JrJ~dmr I 
Denote ( - I)~J~~‘~~ by C,. It follows that 
(ii) Lcti # k. For i #i, k WC get again L+ = q;* = (q:)” = up. WC reorder the generating 
set 1 by relabclling the gcncrator q? as ok, hence: 
Now the matrix ,J((!$ ‘l&y) is a block diagonal matrix 
(2 x 2)-matrix entries: 
with (2 x 2)-blocks, except for 
in the kth row. Hence detp(31P/aq) is equal to the product of determinants of the 
(2 x 2)-matrices M, in the diagonal of p(dV/~~). For i # k we obtain as in case (i) the 
equalities dct M, = = k we use the product rule for Fox derivatives to 
compute: 
Mk = p(c’~‘k/&dk) = /@/;;/&‘,) = p(l + 41 * * * * + (4,)“; o)da~,/&,k)* 
Since the representation p sends group elements with either positive or negative sign to 
matrices with determinant equal to f 1, we get 
detp(?qj/&,) = detp(l + qp + (q;“)* + . . . . . + (q;L)“* - ‘) = 
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and hence we can compute. 
As a conclusion we obtain in case (ii): 
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(3) 
The statement of Theorem 1 is now an immediate consequence of the following Lemma 
and Proposition 1.7. 0 
LEMMA 1.9. Let zI,. . . . , zN be a set of pairwise relatively prime integers, and let vi, vi E Z 
be relatively prime to a, with I 5 vi, vi < ai/2, for all i = 1. . . . , N. Then the equation: 
= 1, Cl = _ pi/al, implies v1 = v; for all 1 = I. . . . , N. (4) 
Prooj: Let q, E Z such that v; E n, v, moda,. Then 
I-(;; 
This shows that any expression - I I I -r; is contained in the ring Z(<,) = Z!(C,~~~“‘). This ring 
coincides with the ring of algebraic integers of the cyclotomic ficld Q(L’~~“‘~) (see [IX]. p. I I). 1 -5;’ 2 
Hence for each I = I. . . . , N the factor -- l I I - <; is an algebraic integer. As its invcrsc is of I__<;;’ 
the same form, and hence also an algebraic integer, each ___ I I I - 5; is a unit in Z(r2”““). 
For any two relatively prime ai. a,EZ’ the cyclotomic fields Q(<,) = C?(C”~“~) and 
asc;,, = Q(t* 2Rri’8) intcrscct exactly in Q (see [ 181, p. I I). Define d(k) = 1.c.m. {a,] for 1 # k). 
We get from equation (4) that 
The only mutually inverse algebraic integers in Q are I and - 1, hence we obtain 
I I 
1 - r;; = , 
1 - <; 
for all I=l,...,N. Furthermore one computes: 
11 _ ,$‘I = 11 - ( - l)vle’nvl~a~I = 
le Irvl/2at~~,-rxv1/2.1 _ ( _ 1)veirw/2ml~ = 
1 
2lsin(v/2a,)l if vr is even 
2]cos(nv,/2a,)] if v1 is odd. 
From our normalization condition I 5 vl.v; < a,/2 we deduce 0 s nv,/2a, < n/4, for which 
the values of sin(x) and cos(x) are disjoint. Hence ]I - <PI = II - <;;I implies v, = vi. 0 
The proof of Theorem 1 gives the following additional fact, which we find quite 
surprising: 
COROLLARY 1.10. For generating systems 4(v,, . . . , vj- ,.*, VI+ 1, . . . , v,,,} and 
I’(v>, . . , vi_,. +. v;+,, . . . , v6 } o/G and any representation p: G -* MO,(C) as in Proposi- 
tion 1.7 the value of detp(d$ -jae) is independent of the particular choice of p. It is always 
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a positire red alyebraic number (q&comic unit), which is given b_v the formula: 
with the conrention that vj = vi = 1. 0 
Because of the chain rule for Fox derivatives one can associate with each of the Nielsen 
equivalence classes (represented by one of the given generating systems @) a value 
.I‘(&)E R’ which satisfies: 
.t‘(J’/y) = ..r-($‘)/“t’(&). 
The function . t’( @) is well defined if we normalize as follows: 
“+“(‘%(l, . . . ) l.‘, 1, . . . 1)) = 1. 
It is easy to see then that all other _t’( 9-) lie in the interval [O, I], 
Remark 1.1 I. The restrictions on the exponents a, that appear in Theorem I are 
a consequence of the proof; the analogous statement under general conditions will be 
shown in [IO]. One sees immediately that the invariant _f’( 1 ‘l/g) is defined for Fuchsian 
groups G as in (I) also in the case of non-relatively prime exponents a, (see Proposition 1.7 
and Corollary 1.8). It can be used to show that, whenever all a, arc odd and at Icast one of 
them is bipgcr than 3, thcrc is more than one Niclscn equivalence class ofgencrating systems 
with 2y + m - I elements. If G has no elements of order 2” a mom general result follows 
from quoticnting G with possibly even a, to a Fuchsian group G’ with odd oxponcnts 
ai (whrrc Q; divides a,). 
42. TtIE tIEECAARD STRUCTURE 
In this section M will always denote an orientable Seifert fibered space over an 
orientable surface. Each such manifold is characterized by a system of invariants (q.r. 
(a,, 8,). . . . . (r,,,. /I,)] where II is the genus of the orbit space, e measures the Euler class of 
the fibration and (zi. /Ii) are the normalized Seifert invariants of the exceptional fibers, with 
g.c.d. (zi. /j,) = 1, I 5 /Ii 5 ai (see [ 173). We will assume that m 2 2 and if m = 2 then .(I > 0. 
A Hecgaard splitting of genus y for a manifold M is standardly defined as a decomposition 
M = H, v H,, where If, A H, = dH, = aH, and H, is a genus y handlcbody. We first 
describe “vertical” Hcegaard splittings of M of genus 2y + m - 1. This gcneralizcs Proposi- 
tion 1.3 of [2], from which we take the notation, and constructions used previously in [3]. 
[4] and [IS]. These “vertical” Heegaard splittings are of minimal genus for the manifolds 
considered in Theorem 2, as the ai’s are all odd. 
Let S denote the orbit space of M. Let X,, . . . , X, c M denote the exceptional fibers 
and .Y , , . . . , x, be their images in B. Choose a system of disjoint disks D,. . . . . D, on B. 
centered at .rt,. . . , x, respectively. For an arbitrary choice of i, E { 1,. . . , m) WC may 
choose a base point x0 on the boundary of DiO and proceed as follows: As indicated in Fig. I. 
WC specify the following simple curves on B which are all based at x0 and otherwise disjoint. 
Fori= I,.... m WC denote by bi an arc joining x, to x0. and by yi a closed curve which 
winds once around the point .r, (without intersecting Di). For I = 1,. . . , g let a,, b, bc a pair 
ofdual closed curves, such that B. when cut open along {a,, b,, . . . , ~1,. h,}. becomes a disk. 
Denote the preimage of Di in M by 4. The 1;‘s are solid tori, which are regular neighbor- 
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hoods of the exceptional fibers. As &f and B are orientable and ‘$1 - ?J ii is a 
i=I 
m m 
trivial S’ fibration over B - u i>,. we can lift B - u bi with all specified curves. into 
i=l i=l 
M - 6 i; t hf. 
i=l 
The curves q, on B will be called “horizontal”, whereas the exceptional fibers Xi will be 
culled”vertical”. The Heegaard splittings Z of A1 under consideration will be constructed by 
choosing regular neighborhoods of at. h,, . . . . as,b,, together with a regular neighborhood 
of a combination of m - I vertical and horizontal curves. Each index i E ( I, . . . , m) will 
contribute a vertical curve in exactly one of the two handlebodies of the splitting Z, and this 
partition determines the Heegaard splitting. 
More precisely: Choose some i, E { 1,. . . , m) and consider the above defined data. 
Leti,,i2 ,..., ijEll ,..., m}- {i,} be a collection of distinct indices, with 0 I j < m - 2. 
Let T(i,.i,. . . . , ii) be the graph in hf which is the union of 
a,.h,. . . . , (ly,bg,aiusai,, . * . w Oi,* Xi,> Xi,. . . . 9 Xi, and any choice of m - j - 2 horizontal 
curves q,,. I,E(I ,.... mj-{i,,i, ,..., ij}, t= I ,..., m -j - 2. all based at the base 
point x0 in Di4,. The regular neighbourhood N(r(i,,,i,, . . . , ii)) is clearly a handlebody of 
genus 2g + m - I. In order to see that the closure of the complement of N(r(io, i,, . . . , ij)), 
in ,I/. is also a genus 21/ + m - I handlebody. we consider the 2y thickened segments on 
ll,.h I,..., lly. h,. the j thickened segments on c,,. . . . , CT,, and the m -j - 2 thickened 
scgmcnts on the chosen qll’s, all with endpoints in N(T(i,,. i,. . . . , ii)). as indicated in Fig. I. 
The prcimagc. in hf. of each segment is an annulus, and the intcrscction of this annulus 
with izI - int N (r (i,,. i,, . . . , i,)) is a disk. Cutting along these disks WC obtain m -j - 1 
disjoint solid tori, which are regular ncighbourhoods of the corresponding nr -j - I 
cxccptional tibcrs X,, k # i,. i,, . . . , i,. Conversely, gluing the tori back together along the 
corresponding disks, as well as gluing the remaining pairs of disks (coming from the b,‘s and 
the q’s and h,‘s), exhibits the complement of hf - intN(T(i,, i,, . . . , i,)) as a genus 
2y + m - 1 handlebody. 
Fig. I 
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For the following remarks we need to point out that cores of the handles for this 
complementary handlebody are obtained as follows: Choose a second embedding of 
B-G,Di in lif -;I b;={BTfilDi} x S’, which is a push off in the fiber direction of 
the original embedding. Denote it by B’ - 6 0;. Choose a point xb on SDio, where lo is the 
i= I 
well defined index which did not occur among the io, i,, . . . , ij and the II,. . . , lm_j_2. On 
B’ - fi Dj consider the curves ai. q:. a;. b; as defined earlier in the section, but now with 
i=l 
.Y; on c?D; as base point. From the above described decomposition it is immediate that the 
curves: 
a;.b;.. . . , n;. bb. and 4,. 6,. . . . , a;, _,_ 2, XI,. XI,. . . . , XI,,_ _, _ *, d,. . . . , q:, 
constitute a core for the handlebody M - int N(T(i,,. i,, . . . , ii)). 
Renrdi 2.1. The isotopy class of any handlebody N(T(i,, i,. . . . , ii)) (and correspond- 
ingly of .$I - int N(T(i,,, i, , . . . , ii)) is independent of the choice of i, among i,. i,, . . . , ii. 
the indices of the vertical curves of the handlebody. It is easy to see that M has an isotopy 
“shrinking” D,(, and “blowing up” some other Di. its (i,. i,. . . , , ii ). so .‘c” comes to lie on 
;IiI, instead of CD,,,. The cffcct of this isotopy on XI - int N(T(io. i,, . . . , ii)) is to rcplacc the 
horizontal I-handle corresponding to q: by ;I horizontal l-handle corresponding to q:,,. 
RCVJJJJJA 2.2. The isotopy class of the flccgaard splitting I: of M given by 
11, = N(r‘(i,,, i,.. . . , i,)) and If1 = M - intN(I‘(i,.i,.. . . , ii)) is indspendent of (a) the 
m 
choice of arcs 0,. u,, b,, q, in II, and (b) the choice of the embedding of B - u fI, in IIf. For 
1’1 
(a) notice that (2-dimensional) regular neighbourhoods in 13 - fi D, of diErent systems of 
i=l 
curves are isotopic in B. For (b) notice that any handlcbody N(f(i,,, i,, . . . , i,)) contains 
a vcrticul handle with index i,,. Sliding an endpoint p of the thickened segment on 
bi. ~1. b,. 4, along the regular fiber which is the preimagc of p, contained in 
c7N(T(i,. i,. . . . , ij)), describes an isotopy of Af. For a dilfercnt embedding of B - fi Di. 
1-I 
a suitable sequence of such isotopies will take N(T(i,, i,, . . . , ii)) to a regular neighborhood 
of the corresponding curves on B - 6 Di. 
I- I 
Rcmurk 2.3. The handlebody N(T(i,, i,. . . . , i,)) is isotopic to the complement of the 
handlebody N(T(I,, I,. . . . , !,_,_2)), determined by the complementary set of indices 
{I,. I,. . . . . I,_,_,) = {I,. . . ,mj - {i,,.i,.. . . , i,) for the vertical handles, and indices 
I’ (II.. . . . ,, i. t for horizontal ones. Note that the isotopy between the handlebodies takes the 
curve a, to b; and b, to 0;. Also note that for all the Hcegaard splittings described so far the 
curves JJ,, b, can be taken fixed except for in a ncighbourhood of x,,. 
Rrmark 2.4. The construction of the Hcegaard splittings and Remarks 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 
show that the Hccpaard splittings. up to isotopy, dcpcnd only on the distribution of the 
vertical curves Si in the two handlebodics. Taking into accout all possibilities we get, up to 
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m-l 
isotopy. x m 
0 ,,=* b ,’ 
!&=zm-* - I genus 2y + m - 1 Heegaard splittings, which so far are 
candidates to be non-isotopic. 
Dt~$nition 2.5. A Heegaard splitting 1 for M with H, = N(r(i,. i,. . . . . ii) and 
Hz = M - 
. . . 
inti\ (I-([“, I,, . . , ii)) = h;(F(l,,. I,. . . . , l,_i_2)l will be denoted by 
I(i,,i,,. . . .i,) or by Z(Ie* 1,. . . . v Im-j-2) (for {i,, i,, . . , i,. 
I,, I,, . . . .~m-j-2) = (I.. . . , m:). All such splittings will be called vertical. 
The remainder of this section will be devoted to determining which of these vertical 
Sm-I 
& - I splittings are isotopic (or homeomorphic), and which are not. From the above 
described cores of the handlebodies of a vertical Heegaard splitting we immediately get: 
LEMMA 2.6. Lut IE(i,, i,, . . . , ii) be a vertical Heegaard splittiny of ht. Denote hy Yi the 
curce aiSiai- ' . Ckn: 
(i) The f,cnc/c~mental yroup of the handlebody H, = iV(T (iO. i,. . . . , ii) is generated by 
a,. h,. . . . , U,.hq. Yi,,. I:,. . . . + Yi,*yI,*. .  ,ql,.,., Ji)r any m-j-2 elements 
I, ,.... I,_j_*E(l,..., VI: -{i,,,i, ,..., ij). 
(ii) T~,(l,/ir,ltlumc,nrtrl yroup oflhe handlebody fi2 = M - intN(f(i,, i,. . . , , ii)) is yener- 
tlfcd hy (II. ht.. . . , ~4, hg. Y,,,, I’,,, . 9 YJ_ , 1* yi,*. . . *J/Z I H’here I,, is the unique element 
in (I,. . . , VI) - (i,,, i,. . . . ,i,. I,. . . . , I, _ j .z ). 0 
The suitably oriented curves y,, . . . . (I,,,, u,. h,, . . . , TV,,. h, together with a regular fiber 
1, constitute another gcncrating system for n,( hl). .A prcscntation for a,( IV) with respect to 
this gcncrating system is given by: n,(M) z (y,, . . . ,q,,u,,h,, . . . ,cJr,h,. hj[h. y,], 
[h, cJ,], [h, h,], y:,h’“, h’y,. . . . , 4, 1’1 [cr,. h, ] ), where i = 1, , . . , m and I = 1,. . . , g (SW 
[17]). The fiber h gcncrates the’&tcr of n,(M). The quotient group n,(M)/(h) is 
a Fuchsian group G as in $1, with prcscntation G z (4,. . . . ,y,, a,, h,, . . . , a”. h,,]y:~, 
II 
q,,. . . . 4,,, [I [a,. h,]). Consider the regular ncighbourhood V, of an exceptional fiber Xi 
121 
in hf. If 1~. Li are a meridian-longitude pair for H,(?k:) and h is the image in M,(?L;) of 
a regular fiber. then 
h = /~7~j.:~, yi = pci_“&-@a and jbi = qi_Yah-*l, pi = @hfi~, 
GJ 
where /I,?, - r,S, = I. We can also assume that 1 5 yi < cq (see [ 173). In hf the longitude ii 
is homotopic to Xi and p, is null homotopic. Hence in n,(M)/(h) we obtain Xi = 1, = 4,-y’ 
and ,~:I = 4:‘y0 = I. We summarize: 
LEhrMA 2.7. Girt% a Seijerf jibered space M and a Heeyaard splittiny 
then: 
(i) The set of “natural” yenerarors. yiren in Lemma 2.6, for K, (If ,) and 
nurps lo the yencrators: 
Z(i,. i,, . . . . i,). 
{Ya,;“*+ 4i;“‘v.. . , 4ir”‘. 41,.. . . ,4~,.,_,. a,,h,.. . . ,a,,.h,} in n,(M)/(h). 
(ii) The set of “nafural” generators, yiren in Lemma 2.6, for R,(H~) and hence for K,(M J 
maps to lhe generators: 
(41,““. qrT”<. . . . . 4,;T’;:;. q;,, . . . ,qi,* a,,h,,. . . ,a#, h,} in rr,(bf)/(h). 
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(iii) The set of “natural” generators of any certical Heegaard splitting isotopic to 
Z(i,. i,, . . . , ii). as in Remarks 2.1-2.3. maps to generators Nielsen equivalent to yenerators 
as in (i) or (ii). c 
If the Heegaard splitting E of AI is vertical, Z = E(i,. i,, . . . . ii), then Lemma 2.7 shows 
that the Nielsen equivalence classes in G, determined by H, and H,, are represented by 
systems 4Y(v,,. . . .v,_,,*.v,+~.. . . .v,,,) and %(v;.. . . ,v;._,.*,v;~+~.. . . .(,,) respect- 
ively. as introduced in $1. More precisely. the “variables” vi and vi of the systems are given 
by Yi, = yi, for s = 0, . . . , j and Y;, = 71, for t = 0. . . . , m - j - 2. and vi = vi = 1 otherwise. 
The empty spot * may be freely interchanged with any one of the last exponents (by 
Remark 2.1). This fact does not change the Nielsen equivalence class of the generating 
system (see Theorem 1.) We are ready to prove: 
THEOREM 2.8. Let M be a Seij&l jibered space with Seijkt inrariants {y, e; 
(X,.BL).. . . . (r,,,. /I,,,)) satisfying m = 2 and g > 0 or m 2 3 and the inrarianrs ai ull odd and 
pairwise relatively prime. Let B = (i 1 pi # + I modzi; i = 1, . . . , m). Then the two certical 
Heeyaard splittings Z(i,. i,, . . . , ii) and E(k,, k,, . . . , k,) are isotopic if und only y the 
ma.\-imal suhscts of /I contained in (i,. i,. . . . . ii} and {k,, k,, . . . , k, ) are either ec~ual or 
complcmcn~ary in fi to euch other. 
ProoJ: If E(i,. i,, . . . , i,) and Z(k,. k,. . . . , k,) arc isotopic, then the pcncrating system 
of G corresponding to the handlcbody Ci,, given by Lemma 2.7, must bc Niclscn cquivalcnt 
to the gcncrating system corresponding to cithcr If’, or Ii ;. The condition on the indicts i, 
and k,, stated in the Thcorcm 2.8 is an immcdiatc consequcncc of Thcorcm I. 
Convorscly, assume that Ii,,. i,. . . . , ij) n/I is equal to {k,. k,. . . , , k,) n/I. (If they arc 
complementary WC can rcnamc X(k,,. k,. . . . , k,) according to Dcfinjtion 2.5.). It suliicos to 
show that if /I,, = + 1 modzi, then I;(&,. i,. . . . , ii) is isotopic to X(i,. i,. . . . , ii_, ). From 
(5). bcforc Lemma 2.7, for each index i one obtains qi = pi -d’&-p’. Hence the cross curve qi, 
is isotopic in M to the singular fiber Xi, * ’ = A( ’ by an isotopy that pushes it across an 
annulus appropriately embedded in a fibcred torus ncighbourhood of Xi,. This isotopy, 
extended to a regular neighborhood of the curves is the desired isotopy between 
Z(iO. i,, . . . ,ij) and E(i,,i,,. . . ,i,_,). 0 
Theorem 2.8 also allows us to determine when two Heegaard splittings are isotopic by 
an isotopy preserving the order of the handlebodies. One can also show that hf admits an 
isotopy exchanging the handlebodies if and only if for all i = I.. . . , IPI we have 
B, = + 1 mod gi. 
The question of deciding when two Heegaard splittings are homeomorphic is a more 
subtle one. A given homcomorphism h: M --, M might induce an automorphism h, : 
n,(M) -+ n,(M) which is not an inner automorphism. Now, in order to show that the two 
Heegaard splittings X, and X2 are not homeomorphic, one needs to show that the 
generating system dctcrmincd by If, of X, and the system obtained from the generators of 
say If’, of Er, after applying h,, arc not Niclscn equivalent. This leads to the rather delicate 
question of how Out(n,(M )) acts on the Nielsen equivalent classes of n,(M). In [I I] this 
question has been answered under more general conditions. As WC will set now, for odd and 
pairwisc relatively prime exponents a, the problem can be solved using the invariants 
introduced in I$ I. 
Definition 2.8. For any vertical Hccgaard splitting X of bJ. Ict ti and I- dcnotc 
generating systems of G = n,(M)/(h) which correspond to H, and H,, respectively. We 
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define: 
.,C-(X) = min {_C-(3r/@). -t-(4?/+- )} 
Because of the chain rule for Fox derivatives we have: _ t ‘( 9 */a )_t‘( +Yj’f _ ) = 
_t’(9e/y‘)= 1. Hence 0 <,t‘(Z)s 1. Since ,t-(a/$-) does not change under Nielsen 
transformation on V or 9 _ , ,t ‘(Z:) is a well defined invariant of the isotopy class of EC. Recall 
that _t’(#/!# .) = detp(&V/Sy-) was computed from a faithful geometric (i.e. induced by 
a homeomorphism of the orbit space) representation p of G in SL,(C) and turned out to be 
independent of the particular choice of such a p (Corollary 1.10). By a Theorem of 
Zieschang. C[ I93 Theorem 5.8.3), any homeomorphism of M will induce an automorphism 
cp of G which is geometric. It follows that any such an automorphism cp of G will keep 
. f ‘( ‘I//$ -) = . C-(X)) invariant. In other words, ,t *(E) is an invariant of the homeomorphism 
class of X. The fact that this invariant is complete is the content of Theorem 2. which we are 
now ready to prove. 
Proofof Thcorrm 2. Let E((i,. i,. . . . , ij) and C(k,. k,, . . . , k,) be two vertical Heegaard 
splittings of M. If the splittings E(i,. i,, . . . , ii) and I;(k,. k,. . . . , k,) are homeomorphic 
then by the remark above the invariants _V(Z(i ,,. i,, . . . , ii)) and. t -(X(k,. k,, . . . , k,)) are 
equal. 
Suppose that . +‘( Z(i,, i,. . . . , i,)) and .&‘(I;(k,, k,, . . . , A,)) are equal. As all the zi are 
odd and pairwisc relatively prime. the equation of the invariants implics, by Lemma 1.9, 
I - c;’ z 
that for each zi the factor - 
I I I -<r 
in A’( (i”. i,, . . . , i,)) is equal. up to inversion. to the 
I - (1” 2 
factor -lFzT 
I I 
in . i’(Z(k,. k,. . . . , k,)). Note that by Lemma 2.7 for any z, at Icast one 
\I 
of the cxponcnts of yi in each of the two Hcegaard splittings is equal to I. Lemma 1.9 
shows furthcrmorc that this is possible if and only if v, = v; or v, = zi - v;. The last 
C;LSC is possible only for Yf = 14 = f I modai. Hence the equation 
_ I ‘(I(&,. i, + . . . ,i,)) = .{‘(Z(k,, k,, . . . , k,)) implies that the conditions on the indices in 
Thcorcm 2.8 are satisfied, and the two Heegaard splittings are isotopic. 0 
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